Logic wins out over Greed
Desi’s Movie has Historical Impact

G7 leaders agree to phase out fossil fuel use by end of century

German chancellor Angela Merkel announces commitment to ‘decarbonise global economy’ and end extreme poverty and hunger

G7 leaders, including Angela Merkel (in pink jacket), and invitees line up for the traditional group photo at the end of the summit.

Kate Connolly in Med Expose’
The G7 leading industrial nations have agreed to cut greenhouse gases by phasing out the use of fossil fuels by the end of the century, the German chancellor, Angela Merkel, has announced, in a move hailed as historic by some environmental campaigners.

**Analysis G7 fossil fuel pledge is a diplomatic coup for Germany's 'climate chancellor'**

**Karl Mathiesen:** Persuading climate recalcitrants such as Japan and Canada to sign up for phasing out fossil fuels by 2100 is a significant achievement by Angela Merkel

On the final day of talks in a Bavarian castle, Merkel said the leaders had committed themselves to the need to “decarbonise the global economy in the course of this century”. They also agreed on a global target for limiting the rise in average global temperatures to a maximum of 2C over pre-industrial levels.
Environmental lobbyists described the announcement as a hopeful sign that plans for complete decarbonisation could be decided on in Paris climate talks later this year. But they criticised the fact that leaders had baulked at Merkel’s proposal that they should agree to immediate binding emission targets.

As host of the summit, which took place in the foothills of Germany’s largest mountain, the Zugspitze, Merkel said the leading industrialised countries were committed to raising $100bn (£65bn) in annual climate financing by 2020 from public and private sources.

In a 17-page communique issued after the summit at Schloss Elmau under the slogan “Think Ahead, Act Together”, the G7 leaders agreed to back the recommendations of the IPCC, the United Nations’ climate change panel, to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions at the upper end of a range of 40% to 70% by 2050, using 2010 as the baseline.

Merkel also announced that G7 governments had signed up to initiatives to work for an end to extreme poverty and hunger, reducing by 2030 the number of people living in hunger and malnutrition by 500 million, as well as improving the global response to epidemics in the light of the Ebola crisis.

Poverty campaigners reacted with cautious optimism to the news. The participant countries – Germany, Britain, France, the US, Canada, Japan and Italy – would work on initiatives to combat disease and help countries around the world react to epidemics, including a fund within the World Bank dedicated to tackling health emergencies, Merkel announced at a press conference after the summit formally ended on Monday afternoon.

Reacting to the summit’s final declaration, the European Climate Foundation described the G7 leaders’ announcement as historic, saying it signaled “the end of the fossil fuel age” and was an “important milestone on the road to a new climate deal in Paris”.

Samantha Smith, a climate campaigner for the World Wildlife Fund, said: “There is only one way to meet the goals they agreed: get out of fossil fuels as soon as possible.” Movies from Scientists like Desire’ Dubounet have helped.
Problem
The World’s Problem is too much Carbon Dioxide + too little Oxygen.

Solution
The Solution is Plants

According to Quantum Electro-Dynamics, plants take CO₂ and convert it to O₂. We must encourage city and all plans, stop wasting good farm land anywhere; use our deserts to develop large desalination sites that use the sun to desalinate sea water and use the water to grow plants HYDROPONICALLY.

In the Garden of Eden the Serpent tempted the woman and the man. They gained knowledge, but lost innocence.

Mankind has developed many false beliefs based on the promise of this knowledge. These false beliefs have jeopardized the planet. False beliefs such as synthetic drugs and foods, that petroleum should be our fuel, allopathic medicine, tobacco, dextrose sugar, meat as a staple food, unequal education to keep minorities down, the survival of the fittest, and that the media is real and unbiased. In fact these false beliefs make money and greed become uncontrollable. Money is a drug.

Now at the time of change, an Angel of both sexes will tempt the serpent. The serpent is the base lizard brain in all humans. This lizard brain is the source of anger, hate, aggression, greed, and the delusion and clinging to false beliefs that make money and threaten the very existence of human life on this planet. The Angel will defeat the greed and delusion of the lizard brain and lead humanity to a thousand years of peace harmony, freedom from excess degenerative disease, excess greed, discrimination, and inequality.

The Angel will return us to the Garden of Eden.

1. We must stop the over consumption of meat and switch to the more healthy fruits and vegetables. Wake up people’s minds.
2. Switch from fossil fuel to Bio-fuels and Bio-mass fuels.
3. Limit petro-synthetic chemical production and use organic chemicals from plants such as sugar or herbs.
4. Use dextrose sugar for Batteries, and fructose sugar for foods.
5. Use more Natural Medicine by changing the law to not just protect Patents but to protect Natural Recipes and Natural Made Medicines.
6. Stop the Danger of GMOs to destroy the balance
The 350.org campaign group put out a direct challenge to Barack Obama to shut down long-term infrastructure projects linked to the fossil fuel industry. “If President Obama wants to live up to the rhetoric we’re seeing out of Germany, he’ll need to start doing everything in his power to keep fossil fuels in the ground. He can begin by rejecting the Keystone XL pipeline and ending coal, oil and gas development on public lands,” said May Boeve, the group’s director.

Others called on negotiators seeking an international climate deal at Paris later this year to make total decarbonisation of the global economy the official goal.

“A clear long-term decarbonisation objective in the Paris agreement, such as net zero greenhouse gas emissions well before the end of the century, will shift this towards low-carbon investment and avoid unmanageable climate risk,” said Nigel Topping, the chief executive of the We Mean Business coalition.

Merkel won praise for succeeding in her ambition to ensure climate was not squeezed off the agenda by other pressing issues. Some environmental groups said she had established herself as a “climate hero” like others.
Observers said she had succeeded where sceptics thought she would not, in winning over Canada and Japan, the most reluctant G7 partners ahead of negotiations, to sign up to her targets on climate, health and poverty.

Iain Keith, campaign director of the online activist network Avaaz, said: “Angela Merkel faced down Canada and Japan to say ‘Auf Wiedersehen’ to carbon pollution and become the climate hero the world needs.”

The One campaigning and advocacy organisation called the leaders’ pledge to end extreme poverty a “historic ambition”. Adrian Lovett, its Europe executive director, said: “These G7 leaders have signed up ... to be part of the generation that ends extreme poverty and hunger by 2030.” But he warned: “Schloss Elmau’s legacy must be more than a castle in the air.

But the Christian relief organisation World Vision accused the leaders of failing to deliver on their ambitious agenda, arguing they had been too distracted by immediate crises, such as Russia and Greece. “Despite addressing issues like hunger and immunisation, it was nowhere as near as ambitious as we would have hoped for,” a spokeswoman said.

Jeremy Farrar of the Wellcome Trust said the proposals would “transform the resilience of global health systems”. But he said the success of the measures would depend on the effectiveness with which they could be coordinated on a global scale and that required fundamental reform of the World Health Organisation, something the leaders stopped short of deciding on.

“We urge world leaders to consider establishing an independent body within the WHO with the authority and responsibility to deliver this,” he said.

Merkel, who called the talks “very work-intensive and productive” and defended the format of a summit that cost an estimated €300m (£220m), said that the participants had agreed to sharpen existing sanctions against Russia if the crisis in Ukraine were to escalate.

She also said “there isn’t much time left” to find a solution to the Greek global debt crisis but that participants were unanimous in wanting Greece to stay in the eurozone.
Demonstrators, about 3,000 of whom had packed a protest camp in the nearby village of Garmisch Partenkirchen, cancelled the final action that had been planned to coincide with the close of the summit.

At a meeting in the local railway station, the head of Stop G7 Elmau, Ingrid Scherf announced that the final rally would not go ahead “because we’re already walked off our feet”. She denied the claims of local politicians that the group’s demonstrations had been a flop. “I’m not at all disappointed, the turnout was super,” she said. “And we also had the support of lots of locals.”

Only two demonstrators were arrested, police said, one for throwing a soup dish, another for carrying a spear.
Runaway Global Warming

As rising temperatures change the jet stream, further accelerating Arctic warming, the risk increases of large methane releases in the Arctic.

When methane is released in shallow waters, such as is the case in the East Siberian Sea and the Laptev Sea, much of it will rise to the surface without getting oxidized.

The squared area alone contains up to 1700 Gt of methane, of which 50Gt is ready for abrupt release at any time. Since it will take time for the methane to spread around the globe, such releases will have dramatic warming impact in the Arctic, where hydroxyl levels are also low.

Methane's high short-term global warming potential (GWP) makes that a 1Gt release of methane can dwarf fossil fuel-related CO2 emissions (33 Gt in 2010, CDIAC). Abrupt methane releases in the Arctic have a huge immediate local warming potential (LWP) and threaten to trigger further releases in a vicious cycle escalating into runaway global warming.
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Global Warming Potential (GWP) compared on a mass-to-mass basis with carbon dioxide.
Two of the major problems of our world today are:

1. Excess green house gases (like Carbon Dioxide, Methane, and Synthetic compounds) the deep ground Petroleum makes excess pollution, and a lack of good available oxygen. Cows and farm animals take in Oxygen and produce excess Methane and Carbon Dioxide.
2. Bad diet and life style of excess meat, synthetics foods and medicines, dextrose sugar, cooked oil trans fatty acids, lack of vegetables, tobacco, stress, lack of exercise and lack of good air (as the oxygen level decreases) all producing excess degenerative disease.

These problems have a simple quick solution from the Angel. The switch to increase plants and thus a more farming society and economy is the answer. Plants take in Carbon Dioxide and give off oxygen. Eating more vegetables drastically reduces degenerative disease. We can easily now use bio fuels and bio mass to produce a much cleaner gasoline from plants.

This would quickly solve many problems, But this would effect the greed of Big Sugar, Big Oil, Big Pharmaceuticals, and others. Greed and delusion of false beliefs stop us from Healing the Planet and Ourselves.

THE ANGEL MUST TEMPT THE SMALL PETTY GREEDY MINDS TO RELEASE THEIR FALSE BELIEFS, RELEASE THEIR AVARICE, RELEASE THEIR ANGER EAT OF THE FRUIT OF KNOWLEDGE AND SEE THAT WE ALL SHARE AIR

THE ANGEL CAN LEAD US TO RETURN TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN FOR A THOUSAND YEARS

PEOPLE COMPLAIN ABOUT CHANGING FOOD INTAKE BECAUSE OF ADDICTION AND HABIT. BAD FOODS CAN BE ADDICTIVE WHEN PEOPLE ARE GIVEN MORE HEALTHY DIETS THEY COMPLAIN AT FIRST. THEN THEY START TO ACCLIMATE. THEN THEY LIKE BEING MORE HEALTHY AND HAVING MORE ENERGY. THEN THEY CANNOT IMAGINE EATING THE OLD UNHEALTHY FOODS AND FINALLY THEY DISLIKE THE OLD UNHEALTHY SLOW POISON FOODS.

YOU JUST NEED TO START EATING HEALTHY FOR YOUR HEALTH AND THE HEALTH OF THE PLANET.

BREAK THE ADDICTION TO SLOW POISON FOODS.

http://medicalexpose.org/